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Drawing maps
Geographers are interested in spatial patterns. These are patterns that exist in 
two dimensions so they can be represented on a map. Can you represent some 
of the evidence from your fieldwork on a map? You can use either primary or 
secondary data to draw your map. 

Desire line maps
A desire line map uses thin straight lines to show how places are linked 
together. In geography fieldwork they are often used to show the movement 
of people, for example, commuters travelling to and from work or visitors to a 
honeypot site. To draw desire lines you need to know exactly where each line 
begins so you need to ask the commuter or visitor the name of their home town 
rather than the name of a county.

Step One Download or sketch a map to use as a base map. 

Step Two Plot a straight line for each item of data. In Figure 24, the line should 
begin where the visitor lives and end at the location of the honeypot site. 

Step Three Give your map a scale line and north arrow. This is essential so 
you can describe the pattern made by the desire lines.

Learning objectives
 How to draw maps 

that represent flows.

Figure 24 A desire line 
map showing visitors to 
Dovedale. The area coloured 
green shows the Peak 
District National Park.
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Flow line maps
A flow line map uses proportional arrows to show flows, for example, flows of 
traffic or the movement of pedestrians.  The width of each arrow is in proportion 
to the value of the flow. Proportional arrows can be used to show:

 flows from an area (such as a county) or a place (such as a town);
 data that has an amount and direction but where you don’t know where 

the movement began (for example, traffic on a road).

Step One Draw a simple base map.

Step Two Create a scale for the width of your arrows. This needs to be small 
enough so that your largest arrows will fit on the map. 

Step Three Draw each arrow onto the base map so that they point in the 
direction of flow. The width of the arrows should be in proportion to the data. 

Step Four Add a scale line, north arrow, and key to your map.

Figure 25 Proportional 
arrows show the number of 

people walking on footpaths 
in Dovedale, Derbyshire.
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